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Varsha

3162-6 BLK-HWG
UPC: 844375088771
6 Light Chandelier
The beauty of water is the inspiration behind the contemporary
Varsha collection. Create a relaxed mood with this modern
interpretation of refractive water. Drift on the waves of the thick
artisan glass with no worries of being swept away by a current.
Strong geometric arms carry the Hammered Water Glass while
veiled screws hold the panels in place. The frame’s repetitive boxes
converge to create a center column. Strong candelabras sit upon
wide cups that are partially concealed behind the beautiful glass.
The smooth matte black finish offers a sophisticated feel. This large
pendant is ideally sized for a dining room or large foyer.

Fixture Finish:

Matte Black

Sloped Ceiling:

Yes

Glass/Shade Finish:

Hammered Water Glass

Materials:

Steel

Glass

ADA:

No

Close-to-ceiling:

Fixture Width:

27.5”

No

69.85cm

Fixture Height:

Bulbs Included:

No

16.875”

42.8625cm

Dimmable:

Yes

Canopy/Backplate:

4.75”Dia x 0.75”E

12.065cm Dia x 1.905cm E

Chain:

N/A

N/A

Rod:

1ea 6”, 3ea 12”

1ea 15.24cm, 3ea 30.48cm

Wire:

10’

3.05m

Bulb Type:

Incandescent, Type B

Wattage:

6 x 60W(C)

Voltage:

120

Min - Max Height:
Glass Diameter:
Glass Height:

Install Position:
Approved Location:

Dry Location

• Uniquely curved arms catch the eye
• Hammered water glass shades refract light
• Gently diffuses light
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Dimensions and specifications are approximate and based on the most current information possible at the time of publication. Golden Lighting reserves the right to make design changes and modifications
without prior notice. Golden Lighting products are UL/CUL approved. Unless otherwise noted as pending, Wattages stated are the maximum recommended; however, lower wattages may be used. Bulbs
are not included unless otherwise noted. Larger fixtures may require reinforced outlet boxes and additional support. Receipt or possession of these materials does not constitute an agreement to sell.

